
Pharma

Industry solution for distributors and  
manufacturers of pharmaceutical products

With synko Mobile you have access to your IT data at anytime 
from anywhere. synko Mobile is available for iOS (iPhone, iPad), 
Android or Windows mobile / Windows phone. 

Data can originate from your ERP system, for example 
Microsoft Dynamics NAV or from other data bases or data 
files (e.g. Excel). It is irrelevant whether you operate your IT 
within your company or prefer a cloud solution. 

synko Mobile brings together data from different data 
sources and makes them available online, for both reading 
and for writing. synko Mobile can thus be comprehensively 
integrated into your existing IT-solutions.

Because Quality is
Your Capital

QualityLabeling

Identify your Products

Stay up-to-date
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Industry Solution for Industrial Distribution and Wholesale

100% Control of 
your Goods Management

What is
synko 
Mobile



Internally

A classic internal application is, for 
example, synko BarScan.  With mobile 
scanners, your employees collect the 
information where such are generated, 
e.g. in production (consumables, actual 
status, time recording) or in stores

(incoming goods, at time of storage or 
during commissioning). Thanks to online 
communication, synko Mobile can check 
the entries immediately and – if need be – 
send the user warnings, error messages 
or other information.
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Upon recording, all data are instantly available in the 
central IT of the enterprise. It couldn´t be easier!

Externally

Each task, for which employees need to have access to 
current business data, e.g. in sales (current customer 
statistics, order status…), or consultative sales of 
sophisticated items which must be configured on-site. 
synko Mobile can access the internal product 
configurator, thereby supporting the employee on-site. 
Service technicians can enter the necessary times on-
site, and can check spare parts lists and availabilities.  
Craftsmen can record rendered services on-site (on-site 
measurements).

synko Mobile is fast

The transfer of data works for example via Wi-Fi (if mobile devices are used) or via mobile networks (UMTS, EDGE, 
GPRS,….). The transmission standard is designed in such a fashion that only a low bandwidth is required for the 
transfer. Even low bandwidth (such as EDGE or GPRS) provides fast reaction times.

synko Mobile is easy to learn

Using synko Mobile is intuitive. The modern user flow interfaces are continuously supported. Every employee who 
can use a smartphone can also operate synko Mobile applications.

synko Mobile is easy to learn

synko Mobile ist flexibel

The integrated graphical development environment 
allows any required changes to be made quickly. As 
soon as the change is activated it is immediately 
available to all mobile staff. Installation of such 
changes into the individual smartphones is not 
required – data and the application are always current.

WWhere is synko Mobile used

Do you have any questions?
We have the answers. 
Please contact us!

Tel.: +49 911 539979 61 
Fax: +49 911 539979 79

E-Mail: mobile@synko.de

We would be more than happy to show the benefits for your company in a personal presentation.
Challenge us! 

WWhat are the benefits of synko Mobile 




